


Interoperability across various health systems in and out
of the supply chain ecosystem will be the differentiator
and the definitive strategic advantage of the future.
Interoperability refers to the architecture or standards
that make it possible for different systems to exchange
information between key stakeholders. It allows for better
workflows, reduced ambiguity, and improves the quality
of care, reduction of cost and heightened effiencey by
making the right data available at the right time across
the health care continuum. The data fabric that allows us
to interweave outcomes clinical efficacy patient
satisfaction data governance and integrity revenue cycle
capture and supply chain excellence will define the next
coming months and years and will be the focal point for
trillions of dollars countless hours of research and
integration and truly the next frontier of data mastery.
Why interoperability can be so elusive and how you can
harness the maturity scale and benefit of connecting your
data in a meaningful way.. potentially the way that it was
always meant to be orchestrated. Recent experts define
interoperability as an information system that can
exchange with other information systems receiving
information interpreting the data cleansing the data and
having it almost instantaneously available for use...
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Without this interoperability the great promise of
electronic health records supplier providing insight or
summary for resilience, patient satisfaction, and better
coordinated care all while being most efficient and
lowering healthcare costs to serve.  Businesses can learn
to fuel modern distributed data architecture accelerating
time to value unlocking this information. Empowering
key stakeholders with a timely consistent, validated,
unbiased trusted source to make real time decisions and
achievement of ROI. Streamlining data management with
integration capabilities that embed and embrace artificial
intelligence and machine learning will govern your data
and allow you to comply with architecture required to
execute your mission with confidence. No matter the
characteristic of a problem or complexity of systems and
interfaces- the interconnectivity and the ability to present
in the current maturity state or harnessing the keys to
unlock future access without restriction had been
traditionally reserved solely for information technology
systems but now a broader definition as we engage as
social, political, and organizational factors that truly
affect bottom line will differentiate the data leaders from
those left behind. Focusing on key tenants of your data
architecture and governance strategy while connecting
coherent services for users with the individual
components have been so technically diverse has never
been more challenging or rewarding.
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Vin Matozzo is a dynamic and results-oriented, 
transformational & forward-thinking leader who continually 

drives change and delivers results for clients, corporations, and 
consortiums. He is a catalyst for the next level of senior 

operations executives who are passionate about healthcare, 
technology and entrepreneurial business development. As a 

serial collaborator, Vin is constantly in exploration of 
technology innovations and services that support greater 
business efficiency and data visualization with LEAN and 

AGILE methodology. With his extensive skills around process 
design creating strategies, building consensus/synergies through 
integration and collaborative approaches engaging stakeholders 
through cultural silos, Vin has changed the way interoperability 

is understood within the healthcare ecosystem.
 

Skilled in designing and implementing innovative business 
architectures, models, and processes, he has produced dramatic 

results for his clients. Vin is a LEAN and AGILE process 
modeling subject matter expert with accolades in all facets from 

pre-award modeling to post-award monitoring including 
acquisition strategy, legal and regulatory overview, data 

visualization, revenue and profitability control, negotiation, 
value analysis, procurement, logistics enablement, data 

governance, and disbursement.
 

For all your interoperability questions, you can contact Vin at  
vin@pvgus.com or visit the Paradigm team at pvgus.com
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